Need for negotiability back - also -

Now - why not get out B - now -
1. I know the politics.
   Could Clem be on -

2. The case
3. Why on earth? -
4. What would everybody do if we get it out? -

The choice is clear -
1. Get out -
   Another way -
   inventor share / company

2. Negotiate - Victimization -
1. It works -
2. If exceeds expectations -
3. It will be big / fast -
   if support -

How fast? -
Depends on you -
We can and can be -
win the peace -
I do not offer a easy way -
I do offer the right way -
American - neutral,
fighting poor - won't be defeated -
Women - won't -
All of right -
Men have now
Their younger breath
My fellow Americans,

There are two choices open to us if we want to end the war.

1. The first one is to accept defeat:
   - Make an immediate unconditional surrender.
   - Accept defeat.

2. The other is the way I have
   - to persist in our search for a just
   - settlement of it.
   - To insist on a just
     - plan for Vietnam.
   - in which the withdrawal of
     - all U.S. forces from N. Korea as the S. V. N. have been strong
     - enough
   - to defend their own freedom.

I have chosen the 2nd way:

1. It is not the easy way,
   - it is the right way.
   - The first way will cost the lives
     - which will work

2. Let's speak of the assurance of an
   - I know there are those who say we
   - should succeed

2. The spirit of surrender of a defeated nation,
   - for U.S. in N. Korea & maintain the
     - self of our allies in the world
     - would lose confidence in us,

1. Even then Far more
   - awesome and disaster

...
our question as matter how but our capacity
do what we know when had to be done
when we knew our cause was right.

I ask for your support & do not abdicate
the right to disagree:

1. If some believe we should have
   you how any right - to say it
   2. If the great majority do want to
      have - they want a just peace -
      I offer a plan to bring that peace
      to your support will shorten this
      to the more support we have for
      our plan - the sooner the war
      will end -

what can I do -
add -

to the great silent majority - support
2 pledges to end the war-
3. I shall keep the pledge -
   we have a plan which -

The hope of world rest with us -
With liberty is written - remain neat
this test -

we shall meet that test & face
those who live in pain & freedom
will thank us for being able
to emerge to meet our challenge.
For us it is the first defeat in our history, and we are prepared to take more than our share of the blame.

For S.K. Khan - our hands are clean, unless we are clear.

But the question of food is fundamentally preserved and, if the economy is in the right medium, we could living conditions.

Although the country has a creditable, that does not mean it.

And if you can imagine that this is a

[Note: The handwriting is illegible, making it difficult to transcribe accurately.]
The frame has been so unreasoning by the firmness to these public proposals,
1. They answered that they refused to discuss
   our proposals.
2. They demanded that we end in their terms that we withdraw all American forces
   immediately and that we overthrow the govt. of S. V. N. as we desire.
3. They have regarded our public words
   of moderation with

We however have refused to be discouraged,
and some open demand these
public insults:

1. From long experience I know that a long
   battle was like this cannot and will
   not be settled by in public forum.
   That is why in addition to these public
   statements and negotiations I have
   explored every possible private avenue
   that might lead to a settlement.

2. The enemy proved entitled to know
   how diligent are must for peace.
   I thought to take the unprecedented step of
   disclosing some of the incidents for peace
   we have taken and of informing
   that might open a door which public
   would be closed.

Before my inauguration through an individual effort
was directly in contact on a personal basis with

3.
To understand the consequences of immediate action,
consider an example from the Vietnam War. We
must go back to see how events became involved
in the war in the 5 years ago.

1. We did not start the con-
2. U.S. V. V. N. N. - The major decision of thirty
agents
3. The U.S. responded to a request
4. We did not the or move scale down in
V. V. N. N. - the U.S. sent first men to the
zone to help prevent the
Communist takeover.

In our own way to provide to
people of V. V. N. N. the right
close the war with no
any outside interference.

Many disagree with this decision.
Many believe the decision to commit to V. V.
anhien was wrong.
Cese fire

To those who want a cease fire, we have offered to negotiate, again.

1. S.V. Khan has agreed to negotiate a cease fire.

The Enemy refuses to discuss the subject. Some suggest we should order a cease fire regardless of what enemy does.

1. This I shall not do.
2. As Commander in Chief I shall order Amin to cease while the enemy continues to fire.
3. It would enlarge Amin's fear.
4. I shall order Amin to cease, but I cannot (as I do) and will not ask Amin to cease fire.

For years Amin has been confused. He is divided from himself due to the lack of respect in the first time we were here.
A major change in policy:

1. America finds arms and men to help others.
2. We should keep our tradition of a strong Army - a strong and shield.
3. We should help other small and weak - a people who will not defend - will be defenceless.
4. Our goal is to help others fight their war - must fight for them.

1. We have offered right to supervise elections - to run as a party - to accept results.
2. We say only that S. V. Hanna people shall choose.
3. If opposed - A defeat - from Congress and

2. This is no easy way.

It is a clear choice:

1. accept defeat - humiliation.
2. Do and die by our plan.
3. Can live - (Both good) on 5 oclock 1st or 2nd

3. If they succeed:

We can disagree with that decision - we can disagree with conduct. Would you agree?
The choice is clear:

1. The best is not our own way.
2. O. E. W. Nome would not win the game. The key is S. V. Nome is strong and to persist they can defend.
3. I do not offer easy way - get out.
4. I offer the right way, and won.
   a. Victory.
   b. Negotiation.
5. Your determine the latter.

a. I know some want it quick.
   "Farewell." Nome
b. Majority for Peace.
   c. Desires - but do so - Nome is united behind a reasonable offer - we should not be defeated.

1. 1/2 million. Not future. 70 of all.
2. Others are silent.
3. If they.
4. Let them know who it was - We will win.

There is another view -

There will not be an issue in 70.
1. It may not be in 70.

Our sixty men can't be defeated.
S. V. Nome will not break.
The question is will America break.

History will record that we met the test of question.
Oct 26 - Sunday
Letter from - V. Hano:
(Report again Dec 15)
We put into effect a plan to end the war.
1. The plan has been working.
2. It is the right plan.
3. We shall continue.
4. It will succeed.

Program. Vietminh has expanded our apparatus.
1. Program level of activity - has exceeded -
2. Program in negotiations has not -

With a wish

Opening the advantage - by emphasizing escalating
1. It will be their fault, not ours.
2. We know from the means, I shall not hesitate to use those men more effectively than we have in the past.

This is not a threat - this is a threat: If you delay, you are delayed to keep control, until it breaks and ruins you.

2. We have a plan - the enemy has been inspired by that plan.

Soviet:
Indicated willingness - Except every time -
1. Another Peace for no action - we can't say.
2. The interests of both will be served by removing this issue.
3. Some Soviet help we will end war - if they are not in the unwilling.
4. With it or could speed to war. 

Intro:
1. This was for 5 years - An impossible to know.
2. Why we are there - we should know what we found, what we know how do.
Winston meant to end war but would sacrifice lives -

Kremlit - Hoskins not believed - The Nazis

We have had a number of conferences:

1) Sir John - do -
2) Purpose to open with demand - delete out of propaganda -

get them in a peace forum.

With this plan a broader plan depends on

We shall have set task -

David

Time is not on their side -

1) S. U. non gets stronger the price gets higher - positive momentum indefinitlly. (page 7, line 2)

We talk risks:

1) Enemy will escalate -

Bulldog of S. E. Asia - after hostilities end in

Camden - avoid over optimistic pronouncements -

can now lose optimism as repeats if facts not within -

Roger

A clean policy - not a war policy -

S. U. non fact not representives:

1) If is elected - N. elects in North
2) If it is willing to submit facts to claim -